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E-bike 
expertise  
‘made in  
Berlin’

Brose is the fourth-largest family-owned 

automotive supplier in the world. The 

company develops and manufactures 

mechatronic systems for vehicle doors and 

seats, as well as electric motors and  

electronics, including steering, brakes, 

transmissions and engine cooling. Every 

year, Brose supplies the automobile industry 

with around 200 million electric motors. 

Brose also applies the high quality  

standards from the automotive industry  

to e-bike drives. Systematic laboratory  

tests and intensive stress tests ensure  

the quality and durability of the products. 

Around 50 manufacturers worldwide 

already trust Brose e-bike drives.

This know-how has been transferred  

to the e-bike by the family business. Brose 

engineers have designed an innovative 

electric bicycle drive system that has been 

produced in Berlin since 2014. In the e-bike 

competence centre, development, sales, 

marketing and production of the drives all 

come together. 



MADE IN 
BERLIN

different components  
are perfectly coordinated 
in a Brose e-bike drive.

80

kilometres of copper wire have been used in our  
e-bike drives since 2014. This equals the distance 
Berlin – Cape Town.

13,833

The entire Brose Drive 
product family is built in 
the German capital.

freewheels are in every 
Brose e-bike drive. That 
guarantees a natural 
riding experience. 
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Real riding pleasure with optimum performance without annoying background noise –  

the ideal for every e-biker. The innovative construction of the Brose e-bike drives  

makes it a reality. 

 

With precise sensor technology, the drives of the family-owned company adjust to the  

individual riding style of the e-biker and deliver just the right amount of extra power –  

dynamically and harmoniously, whilst being extremely quiet and with low vibration.  

If no electrical assistance is required, the Brose freewheel technology is used. This  

means that the motor and transmission are fully decoupled. The effect is no pedal  

resistance, creating a natural riding experience.

Our philosophy:
a natural riding  
experience

The Brose Drive at a glance 

// Very quiet, low vibration

//  No pedal resistance without  

drive assistance

// Sensitive response

//  Powerful assistance and 

harmonious handling

// Attractive frame integration

drives, one product family: 
Welcome to Brose Drive.
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Just under  

e-bikes feature Brose drives.

three quarters  
of a million 

40M
Projected global sales
of e-bikes by 2023:

units.



battery

drive

display

Control centre

With three compact, ergonomic, displays, 

Brose grants very different cyclist wishes: 

practical, puristic, clear.

Brose Drive

One product family, four characters:  

harmonious, efficient, fast and athletic. 

The Brose Drive System: 
drive, display and battery 
from one source
Good genes. Compact design, high quality and flexibility: good genes run in

the family – and this is also the case with the award-winning Brose Drives,

Brose Displays and Brose Battery 630. All components work perfectly hand in 

hand in the complete Brose system. 

Flexibility. The Brose Drive System offers very high variability for the bicycle 

manufacturer. On the basis of a flexible modular system, very individual 

combinations are created for precisely styled and strong-character e-bikes 

that leave nothing to be desired. 

A matter of trust. The individual Brose e-bike components are intelligently 

coordinated. This facilitates maintenance and diagnostics of the  

Brose Drive System by certified dealers using the Brose Service Tool.

Power storage

The Brose Battery 630 has a capacity of  

630 watt-hours and is optimally coordinated 

with the Brose Drive product family. 



E-bike drives:  
for city, countryside and 
mountains Long-distance runners

Thanks to their high efficiency, Brose Drive T 

drives cut a particularly good figure over 

long distances. Long tours or a short  

after-work trip – these all-rounders provide 

enough power for all the requirements of 

everyday life. 

City champions

The Brose Drive C drives  

represent an urban lifestyle. 

Whether on the way to work  

or cruising through the city – 

thanks to their particularly har- 

monious handling, they ensure 

serenity in the hustle and  

bustle of the city. These gentle  

response drives are the perfect 

companion in everyday life.

Sprinters

Developed for cyclists with a need for speed, 

the Brose Drive TF assists riders up to a top 

speed of 45 kilometres per hour. Especially 

long-distance commuters get their money’s 

worth with this drive.

Brose Drive – one product family, four characters:  
harmonious, efficient, fast and athletic.

A question of character. The Brose Drive product family offers specially designed drives  

for diverse requirements of e-bike riders. Therefore, Brose drives feature very different 

characters – something also expressed by the names: the Brose Drive C stands for city, 

the efficient Brose Drive T scores points with qualities especially for trekking bikers and  

the ‘F’ in Brose Drive TF stands for ‘fast’. The Brose Drive S means ‘sport’ and is the sporty 

high-performance athlete of the Brose Drive product family.

A question of type. The current product range consists of two drive models that 

supplement each other perfectly – in the form of the tried-and-tested aluminium platform 

paired with one variant each in a magnesium housing. The aluminium drives can be installed 

360 degrees around the bottom bracket in any position and offer manufacturers complete 

flexibility in the integration into the bicycle frame. The drives in the innovative magnesium 

housing are 500 grams lighter and 15 per cent smaller than the variants made of aluminium. 

Summiteers

The powerful Brose Drive S models make 

just the right partners for sporty e-bike riders.  

A particularly sensitive response enables 

top performance on demanding trails.  

The magnesium drive with 410 per cent 

maximum assistance brings the most power  

of the family to the pedals. Thanks to the 

exclusive assistance level ‘Flex Power 

Mode’, the Brose Drive S Mag delivers an 

even more lively riding experience. 



Brose Drive:  
quiet, powerful, compact

Perfect freewheel

Brose has designed its drives so that they can be fully decoupled. 

This means, when the motor is switched off or the battery is drained, 

the e-bike can be ridden like a normal bike without additional  

pedal resistance. 

Background noises? Tailwind

The drives are extremely quiet and with low 

vibration. The internal carbon-reinforced 

belt significantly reduces the noise of the 

drive and prevents vibrations from being 

transmitted to the pedal. You could almost 

forget you are on an e-bike. For a pure riding 

experience – without disturbing noises.

Clever design

The flexible integration options and the compact shape  

of the Brose Drive enable bike manufacturers to develop 

attractive designs and aesthetically integrate the drive into  

the frame. This is one of the reasons why e-bikes with  

the Brose Drives win prestigious design awards, such as  

the iF Design Award or the German Design Award.

As much power as necessary

By using highly sensitive sensors, the drive power can be precisely dosed. 

Pedalling harder means more assistance from the system. Brose is known 

for this particularly sensitive control system. Whether on challenging 

terrain, cruising the city or on countryside tours – for every application, 

Brose drives deliver the optimum additional power and endurance.

The Brose Drive SMag comes with the ‘Flex Power Mode’, a riding mode in 

which cyclists can shift to a combination of torque and cadence-controlled 

support, giving them up to 30 per cent more power at higher cadences. 

Another advantage is the even faster response due to the optimised sensor 

technology. As a result, even the slightest changes in pedalling are detected 

and translated into the corresponding requested performance. This instant 

power output guarantees a more controlled start on steep inclines and an 

even more lively e-mountain bike riding experience.

drive





Pedelec

Drive CAlu Drive TAlu Drive TFAlu Drive SAlu

Motor type Brushless internal rotor

Weight 3,400 g

Dimensions 213 mm × 150 mm × 128 mm

Rated voltage 36 V

Continuous rated  
power

250 W

Light source
// Front light 2.4 A × 6 V = 14.4 W
// Rear light 0.1 A × 6 V = 0.6 W

Torque 50 Nm 70 Nm 90 Nm

Maximum  

assistance
280% 320% 380%

Assistance up to 25 km/h 45 km/h 25 km/h

Walk assist up to 6 km/h

Ingress protection 
(sealing) IP56

What our drives can do

DynamicsAssistance

90 Nm

380%

Torque Efficiency

Agility

DynamicsAssistance

50 Nm

280%

Torque Efficiency

Agility

DynamicsAssistance

70 Nm

320%

Torque Efficiency

Agility

DynamicsAssistance

90 Nm

380%

Torque Efficiency

Agility

Aluminium
Brose drives with aluminium housing

Speed pedelec



Pedelec

Drive CMag Drive TMag Drive SMag

Motor type Brushless internal rotor

Weight 2,900 g

Dimensions 193 mm × 150 mm × 115 mm

Rated voltage 36 V

Continuous rated  
power

250 W

Light source
// Front light 2 A × 12 V = 22 W
// Rear light 0.2 A × 12 V = 2.2 W

Torque 50 Nm 70 Nm 90 Nm

Maximum  

assistance
280% 320% 410%

Assistance up to 25 km/h

Walk assist up to 6 km/h

Ingress protection 
(sealing) IP56

What our drives can do

Brose drives with magnesium housing

Magnesium

Agility

DynamicsAssistance

50 Nm

280%

Torque Efficiency

Agility

DynamicsAssistance

70 Nm

320%

Torque Efficiency

Agility

DynamicsAssistance

90 Nm

410%

Torque Efficiency



Press reviews

‘We were completely impressed by the  

power of the new Brose. No matter what the 

cadence, the motor is extremely powerful 

with sensitive response. But the soft skills 

also won us over. The shift beyond the 15 km/h  

limit is smooth as butter – you hardly notice 

the support engaging and disengaging. 

Brose also clearly rates high when it comes  

to quiet operation.’

EMTB, 2019

‘As with previous models, the  

Brose Drive S is unbelievably quiet  

for a mid-size motor. It is a clear  

winner on this point.’

world of mtb – EMTB SPEZIAL, 2019  

‘The entire package of minimal pedal 

resistance, light weight, compact  

design, excellent riding feel with high  

performance and the ease of integration  

into the overall concept of the bike make  

the Brose Drive SMag the best e-mountain  

bike drive in 2019. A well-deserved win!’

E-Mountainbike, 2019

‘Silent and powerful: the Brose Drive S

knows how to impress with functional 

motor/bike harmonisation.’

ElektroRad, 2019

‘Currently the best motor on the market. 

Quiet, powerful and yet with a natural feel: 

the Brose Drive SMag.’

Bike, 2019    

‘The Brose Drive S accelerates gently  

and then puts in a powerful performance  

on a steep climb. What’s noteworthy is  

that when riding in a group, you don’t hear  

the motor. Drives from Shimano and the  

like are louder.’

Mountainbike, 2019

‘This motor is the all-rounder and  

trekker from Brose. It is in principle the 

combination of the best features of the 

Drive C for relaxed riding and the power  

of the Drive S.’

Wochenblatt, 2019

‘The drive runs smoothly and always 

provides exactly the right amount of  

additional power that the cyclist needs. 

Riders with the e-bike drive that is  

“made in Berlin” experience absolute 

cycling delight.’

Karl, 2019

‘The Brose Drive stands out for its  

extremely quiet operation and the ease 

with which one can ride without motor 

support if desired.’

Frankfurter Allgemeine, 2019

‘The Drive T provides an impressively 

homogeneous yet very powerful riding 

experience.’

Fahrrad News, 2019

‘The Drive C is extremely quiet and offers 

an intuitive riding experience – exactly as 

we would expect from Brose. It runs quietly 

and can be pushed gently, which is ideal 

for a relaxing city ride and everyday use.’

MYBIKE, 2019 

‘It is smooth, quiet and has more any 

enough reserves for any riding situation.

Even steep inclines are no problem.’

Radfahren.de, 2019





Brose Display CentralBrose Display Allround Brose Display Remote

Three Brose displays: 
practical, purist, clear
Control centre. With three compact, ergonomically designed displays, Brose grants  

very different cyclist wishes. The Brose Display Allround is the stylish all-in-one  

solution for design lovers. Consistent purists get their money’s worth with the slimline 

Brose Display Remote. And for cyclists who love the big picture, the Brose Display Central 

offers the best view of all displayable data. 

In perfect harmony. The Brose displays ensure an optimal interaction between cyclist 

and drive. These Brose-developed control units are specifically designed for the  

Brose Drive product family, so the rider can enjoy a fully holistic e-bike experience.

For design lovers – Brose Display Allround

Elegantly shaped: the Brose Display Allround is the stylish all-in-one solution.

The functions are displayed on a 1.5 inch colour screen. The convex screen can be mounted 

flexibly on the right or left of the handlebars and nestles seamlessly next to the shifter  

or grip. Six specially embossed control buttons offer a sure feel and are ergonomically 

positioned for optimum ease of use. For optimal and quick readability, the selection of data 

to be displayed can be set individually. 

Assistance level up /down

Light

On / off

Menu

Walk assist

Display 1.5" TFT colour display (240 × 240 px)

Weight 50 g

Dimensions 42 mm × 37 mm × 50 mm

Position on  
handlebar

For mounting right and left

Operability Direct

Housing material ABS

Displayed  

information

// Battery charge level // Assistance level // Speed 

// Trip information // Kilometre counter // Range // Walk assist  

// Light on/automatic // Error information // Service information // Time

Additional functions // Light sensor // Walk assist // Low and high beam switch-on // Bluetooth

displays



For purists – Brose Display Remote

Fans of undisturbed design lines and consistent purists get their money’s worth with 
the Brose Display Remote.

All important functions such as the assistance level, light and walk assist are stored in  

six easy-to-feel keys. An LED light strip in the slim but robust housing delivers information 

about the battery charge, level of assistance or walk assist. From stylish city bike to  

sporty e-mountain bike, the smallest Brose display hugs the handlebar and provides as 

much information as needed in as little space as possible. Anyone who wants more values 

displayed at a glance also uses the Brose Display Central. 

For the curious – Brose Display Central 

Everything in view: the Brose Display Central guarantees the optimum overview. 

The very big picture is delivered by the Brose Display Central with 3.5 inch colour screen. 

Thanks to the central position of the display on the handlebar, the rider has a perfect  

view of the personalised values. The Brose Display Central works together with the  

Brose Display Remote, which serves as a practical control unit. For a clear indication,  

the LEDs of the Brose Display Remote switch off in this combination. 

Display LED display

Weight 35 g

Dimensions 19 mm × 42 mm × 42 mm

Position on  
handlebar

For mounting right and left

Operability Direct

Housing material ABS

Displayed  

information

// Battery charge level // Assistance level // Walk assist 

// Light on/automatic // Error information

Additional functions // Light sensor // Walk assist // Low and high beam switch-on // Bluetooth

Light

Assistance level up /down

Menu

Walk assist

On / off

Light

Menu

Assistance level up /down

Display 3.5" TFT colour display (320 × 240 px)

Weight 70 g

Dimensions 84 mm × 70 mm × 13 mm

Position on  
handlebar

For mounting centrally

Operability Only in combination with Brose Display Remote

Housing material ABS

Displayed  

information

// Battery charge level // Assistance level // Speed 

// Trip information // Kilometre counter // Range // Walk assist  

// Light on/automatic // Error information // Service information // Time

Additional function // Bluetooth



Bundle of energy: 
Brose Battery 630
A perfect match. The Brose Battery 630 is optimally synced with the entire Brose Drive 

product family. Connected to the specially developed, very robust Brose standard plug, it 

has a nominal capacity of 17 ampere-hours at 36 volts, providing an energy storage capacity 

of 630 watt-hours. The Brose Battery 630 measures slim 387 × 84 × 72 millimetres and only 

weighs 3.8 kilograms. The housing, made of black anodised aluminium, is robust and scratch- 

resistant. The matt-shimmering surface gives the battery a particularly high-quality look. 

battery
Charger 

The charger for the Brose Battery 630 

provides four amperes of charging current 

and measures just 180 × 80 × 40 millimetres. 

So it requires little space on tours.

Brose Battery 630 

The Brose Battery 630 fits perfectly into the e-bike frame and can still be removed easily. 

The patented locking system offers two major benefits: the battery remains securely 

mounted, even during the most extreme riding conditions, and for removal, only one lock 

needs to be opened. This means that the Brose Battery 630 can recharge in the apartment 

or mountain hut using the charger, and is ready for its next use. 

Weight
// 4.6 kg (with bracket) 

// 3.8 kg (without bracket)

Dimensions
// 447 mm × 84 mm × 84 mm (with bracket)  

// 387 mm × 84 mm × 72 mm (without bracket)

Housing material Black anodised aluminium (scratch-resistant, matt-shimmering surface) 

Capacity (nominal) // 630 Wh // 17 Ah

Voltage 36 V

Compatibility Brose Drive

Mounting type Integrated



Full dealer support. The Service Tool offers dealers guided troubleshooting for component 

diagnosis of drive, display and battery in the Brose Drive System. Tutorials and a knowledge 

database also show repair paths. This makes it possible to solve most malfunctions quickly. 

Nevertheless, if the error cannot be resolved, the dealer will send an online ticket to the 

Brose service team. Via cloud access to the e-bike software, specialists help directly with  

the diagnosis. Using the Brose Service Tool advance settings and precision adjustments 

can also be reproduced after a software update. And so the end customer goes back on 

tour again with the usual Brose riding experience. 

Change of character – any time. More power for the weekend trip to the mountains instead  

of optimised range for daily commuting? The Brose Service Tool makes it possible for  

certified dealers to fine-tune the drive for individual customer requirements including 

performance and efficiency.

Well-thought-out beginning. The bicycle manufacturer lays the foundations for a successful 

e-bike life in the Brose Service Tool: from guided component selection to the final quality 

check of the newly configured e-bike. All data is saved in the cloud. It forms the basis for 

the later contact of the e-bike with the dealer.

Transparent e-bike. At the heart of the Brose service campaign is the new Service Tool –  

a cloud-based software tool. In the future, the tool will accompany every bike with Brose 

components throughout its entire bicycle life. Based on the unique identification number  

of the bike, all details are stored in the cloud: individualised settings of the drive, service 

events and software updates as well as repairs. For manufacturers, specialist dealers, 

workshops and Brose service employees, the e-bike becomes a ‘transparent” bicycle in the 

best sense of the word.

Service all-inclusive. Certified dealers apply the new Brose Service Tool for maintenance 

and precise diagnosis of e-bikes with Brose components. From simple software update  

to complex technical solution: Now it’s quick and efficient to fix problems directly in the 

workshop via the intuitive Service Tool interface.

Brose Service Tool:  
support for diagnosis  
and maintenance



E-bikes with Brose Drive
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What is your 
drive?

Brose Antriebstechnik GmbH & Co.
Kommanditgesellschaft, Berlin
Sickingenstraße 29 – 38

10553 Berlin, Germany

ebike.berlin@brose.com

We look forward to your visit!
brose-ebike.com


